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TOTO toilets
For extra hygiene

TOTO has been designing rimless toilets featuring the powerful TORNADO FLUSH 
since 2002, selling over 8 million of them around the world so far. The original 
shower toilet has also been available on the European market since 2009. 

The smart flush technology is what makes these toilets true icons in the bathroom. 
These toilets are known for their incomparable cleanliness after just one flush, 
less effort required for cleaning, no difficult-to-reach areas and appealing, modern 
design.

CONVINCING TECHNOLOGY

The entire inside of the toilet 
bowl is cleaned thoroughly

No difficult-to-reach areas

Dirt-resistant

Suitable for microfiber cloths

Uses less water as just one 
flush is usually enough

Fewer aggressive cleansers 
required for cleaning

Considerably quieter flush than 
conventional toilets

No spray or mist during flush

Higher standards of hygiene
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Toilets in a new look with slim toilet seat
A selection of TOTO toilets, from left to right  
and top to bottom: SG, SP, RP, CF, MH, 
NC, ES and MH toilet, close coupled 

In comparison: slim toilet seat with  
wallhung toilet MH, NC and ES (from  
left to right)



The perfect trio
Unique TOTO  
toilet technologies

TORNADO FLUSH

The most essential feature of each 
TOTO toilet is TORNADO FLUSH. 
Depending on the model, two or three 
jets create a powerful, circulating 
whirlpool of water which thoroughly and 
efficiently cleans every inch of the bowl. 
The power of the water is bundled and  
enhanced in a single direction for 
cleansing without any mist or spray. 
The flush reaches practically every 
point inside the toilet bowl, making it 
nearly impossible for dirt and germs  
to accumulate.

Rimless Design

The rimless design is a standard 
feature in all TOTO toilets. The rim is 
completely open and does not include 
any ceramic lip under which dirt or 
bacteria could accumulate. This makes 
it possible to clean the toilet bowl far 
more easily, quickly and thoroughly. 

 
 

CEFIONTECT

All TOTO toilets include the  
especially durable and ultra-smooth 
CEFIONTECT glaze, which makes it 
practically impossible for dirt and 
mould to accumulate. Ceramics 
treated with CEFIONTECT glaze can  
be cleaned using microfiber cloths 
without eroding the surface over time. 

All TOTO toilets include three distinctive standard features: TORNADO FLUSH, 
CEFIONTECT glaze, and the rimless bowl design. This standard ensures that 
the flush works especially efficiently, the toilet bowl does not have any impos-
sible or difficult-to-reach areas, and the ultra-smooth surface keeps dirt from 
accumulating. Together, these make TOTO toilets especially hygienic and 
well-suited for a wide variety of applications.

TORNADO FLUSH:  
The powerful toilet flush

Online flush videos – 
experience the quality

Check out our website 
 
gb.toto.com/perfect-hygiene/
 
and see for yourself. Experience 
the unique TORNADO FLUSH in 
a variety of different tests.
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More benefits at a glance
Because quality pays off

Quieter than  
conventional toilets

Comparative measurements have 
shown: TOTO toilets equipped with 
TORNADO FLUSH are far quieter 
when flushed than conventional toilets. 

Laboratory tests have shown that a 
comparable competing product was 
41% louder than the TOTO NC toilet. 

Easy installation

TOTO toilets correspond to all  
commonly used standards and can  
be mounted on all conventional 
cisterns. 

The TOTO MH, SG, SP and RP toilets 
become “invisible” due to the holes in 
the toilet seat and the fact that it is 
mounted to the installation frame from 
below. The result – a sleek look with 
smooth surfaces that is also easy to 
clean. 

How quality pays off. 
Every day.

Investing in TOTO toilets for public 
areas pays off very quickly. Their  
high quality and hygiene standards 
considerably reduce cleaning and 
maintenance costs.

All TOTO toilets include TORNADO FLUSH, rimless design and CEFIONTECT 
glaze as standard features. At TOTO, cleanliness and improved hygiene are 
essential parts of the company’s product philosophy. People can see and feel 
TOTO’s many years of experience in its products.

 

 

  

€ € €1 365

Cleaning staff

 

20,00 €/H

Cleaning time 
saved/toilet
 

30 Sec./Toilet

Reduced
cleaning
costs/toilet
 

0.17 €/Toilet

Cleanings
per toilet/
day

3 (depending 
on building 
type, average)

TOTO toilets

50 toilets with 
TORNADO 
FLUSH,  
CEFIONTECT 
glaze and 
rimless bowl

Reduced
cleaning
time/day

75 Min./Day

Reduced
cleaning
costs/day

25.00 € / Day

Reduced
cleaning
costs/year

9,125.00 €/Year

In comparison: a television at normal listening volume is 60 dB.  

Comparable toilet

Above 60 dB: 3.0 seconds

Peak: 70 dB

TOTO NC

Above 60 dB: 2.5 seconds

Peak: 69 dB



 

Soft-close seat and lid

Our proven soft-close seat and lid 
lowers slowly and silently with a tap  
of the finger. The advantage: Minimal 
points of contact enhance people’s 
comfort and hygiene in the bathroom.

Easy-to-remove toilet seat

TOTO’s toilet seats are designed to 
make it easy to clean each toilet 
thoroughly. The seat and lid can be 
removed by simply pressing on the 
release buttons, guaranteeing simple 
cleaning.

 

WASHLET™ upgrade  
always available

It is also possible to replace the toilet 
seat with a shower toilet attachment  
at any time to enjoy gentle intimate 
cleansing with warm water. 

Users can adjust the water temperature, 
position and type of spray of the 
WASHLET™ wand jet for cleaning 
intimate areas. It also includes a 
preheated seat and warm air dryer. 
These features are controlled using an 
external remote control or control 
panel installed on the WASHLET™ unit. 

To upgrade your toilet to a shower 
toilet, please be sure that the addition-
al water and power connections are in 
place prior to installation.

A selection of TOTO shower toilets from left to right: NC toilet with WASHLET™ EK 2.0; 
MH toilet with WASHLET™ GL 2.0 and SG toilet with WASHLET™ SG

WC with bidet function



MH toilet, 
close coupled

MH toilet, 
back-to-wall

MH toilet, 
wall-hung

SG toilet, 
wall-hung

Overview of  
technical data
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Item number

Size (w x d x h, in mm)

Fittings

Color

Price category

TORNADO FLUSH

Rimless design

CEFIONTECT glaze

Hidden installation

Flush volume

Easy-to-remove toilet seat

Toilet seat

Easy to clean

Suitable for microfiber cloth

Quiet flush
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Toilet/WASHLET™
combinations

W
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SG

RX

SX

GL 2.0 with hidden connections1)

EK 2.0 with hidden connections1)

GL 2.0 with side connections1)

EK 2.0 with side connections1)

MH toilet, 
close coupled

MH toilet, 
back-to-walll

MH  toilet, 
wall-hung

SG  toilet, 
wall-hung

1) only for WASHLET™ installation with hidden connections
2) with soft-closing function
3) without soft-closing function

CW162Y
CW162YH1)

394 x 530 x 339

White

€€€

3 l / 4.5 l

VC10047NN2), 
slim seat TC514G2)

CW512YR

390 x 582 x 339

Chrome or white  
trap cover

White

€€€€

3 l / 4.5 l

TC501CVK2)

  (only CW162YH)

  (only CW162YH)

  (only CW162Y)

  (only CW162Y)

  

CW163Y

390 x 624 x 410

White

€€€

3 l / 4.5 l

VC10047NN2), 
slim seat TC514G2)

CW161Y

392 x 704 x 410

Ceramic cover 

White

€€€

3 l / 4.8 l

VC10047NN2), 
slim seat TC514G2)

can be combined 

with slim seat can be combined 

with slim seat can be combined 

with slim seat



ES toilet, 
wall-hung

CF toilet,  
accessible, wall-hung

CF toilet, 
wall-hung

RP toilet, 
wall-hung

SP toilet, 
wall-hung

ES toilet, 
wall-hung

CF toilet,  
accessible, wall-hung

CF toilet, 
wall-hung

RP toilet, 
back-to-wall

SP toilet, 
wall-hung

  (only CW542EY)

 

CW532Y
CW522EY1)

380 × 540 × 335
380 × 580 × 3351)

White

€€€

3 l / 4.5 l

TC512G2)

CW552Y
CW542EY1)

380 × 540 × 335
380 × 580 × 3351)

White

€€€

3 l / 4.5 l

TC513Q2)

CW797

380 x 530 x 338

White

€€

3 l / 6 l

VC110N2), 
slim seat TC514G2)

CW132Y

355 x 540 x 345

White

€

3 l / 4,5 l

VC1302), VC130U103) 
WC seat ring CF VC130V1

 

 

 

CW142Y

355 x 710 x 400

White

€

3 l / 6 l

–

WC seat ring CF, accessible
VC140V1

can be combined 

with slim seat can be combined 

with slim seat

NC toilet, 
wall-hung

CW762Y

380 x 530 x 340

White

€€

3 l / 6 l

VC100N2), VC100U10R3) 
slim seat TC514G2)

NC toilet, 
wall-hung

 

  (only CW522EY)



Award-winning
Unique toilet hygiene  
that sets new standards

SBZ flush test winner

sbz magazine teamed up with the 
Esslingen University of Applied Sciences 
to test the flush attributes of toilets from 
all prominent manufacturers. TOTO 
ranked first with all of its models, with 
the SG toilet earning the highest marks 
in the test overall. The TOTO toilets all 
had outstanding flush characteristics 
and do not produce any spray when 
installed accordingly. 

Thanks to the extraordinary technologies they contain, TOTO toilets are among 
the most hygienic available on the market today. This is confirmed by an expert 
report prepared by one of Germany’s most renowned hygiene doctors as well 
as other awards and independent reports.

Environmental medical test

Result
TOTO toilets essentially rule out  
the spread of intestinal germs  
(multi-resistant gram-negative  
bacteria)
 – Test organisms were not found 
on the bottom of the toilet seat 
following the flush

 – Test organisms were also not 
found outside the toilet

Background
TORNADO FLUSH does not  
produce any mist or spray like  
conventional flushes. On the  
contrary: The circulating water  
creates a pull down to the bottom  
of the toilet, preventing any  
contaminated moisture from  
spreading to areas surrounding  
the toilet.

Management & Krankenhaus 
Award

Management & Krankenhaus  
magazine gave TOTO this award  
for the outstanding hygiene of its  
toilets. The committee was convinced 
that TOTO toilets are especially  
suitable for places where hygiene  
is important. 

Hygiene certificate

An analysis conducted by doctor for 
hygiene and environmental medicine 
Prof Dr med Klaus-Dieter Zastrow.  
It confirms that TOTO’s rimless  
toilets featuring TORNADO FLUSH 
essentially rule out the spread of  
germs and bacteria (read the complete 
report at eu.toto.com).

TOTO Europe GmbH
Zollhof 2
40221 Düsseldorf
Germany

teu.info@toto.com
eu.toto.com LE
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